The ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has performed accurate measurements of mixing and CP violation in the neutral B mesons, and also of rare processes happening in electroweak FCNC-suppressed neutral B-mesons decays. This contribution focuses on the latest results from ATLAS, including measurements of rare processes B 
with the invariant di-muon mass m µ + µ − in the range of 4 to 8.5 GeV are selected. The dominant combinatorial background (b → µX ×b → µX pairs) is rejected by a 15-variable Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) which is trained and tested on data sidebands and simulated signal events. Tails from partially re-
, which involve real di-muons at low m µ + µ − , and semi-leptonic decays (B (s) /Λ 0 b → hµν with h = π, K, p) contribute to the signal region and are taken into account in the signal fit. A small contribution of B → hh (h ( ) = π ± , K ± ) decays, with hadrons misidentified as muons, peaks in the B 0 (s) → µ + µ − signal region contributing 2.9 ± 2.0 events after a "tight" muon selection is applied. The yield in the normalisation channel B ± → J/ψK ± with J/ψ → µ + µ − is determined by an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to and B(B 0 → µ + µ − ) < 2.1 × 10 −10 at 95% CL. 
Cone charge distributions, Qµ, for tight muons, shown for the continuous distribution. For each plot, in red (blue), the normalised B + (B ) cone charge distribution is shown (corresponding to the right axis scale). Superimposed is the distribution of the tag-probability, P (B|Qµ), as a function of the cone charge, derived from a data sample of B ± → J/ψK ± and defined as the probability to have a B + meson (on the signal-side) given a particular cone charge Qµ. The fitted parametrization, shown in black, is used as the calibration curve to infer the probability to have a B ± events and yield a total tagging power of 1.65 ± 0.01% with the tight muon tagger contributing 0.86 ± 0.01%, about half of the tagging power (Fig. 4 ). An unbinned maximum likelihood fit based on the B 0 s properties (p T mass and mass uncertainty, proper decay time (Fig. 5) and uncertainty, the B ( Fig. 6 ) are obtained.
The combined ATLAS Run 1 and Run 2 result yields φ s = −0.076 ± 0.034 (stat.) ± 0.019 (syst.) rad and ∆Γ s = −0.068 ± 0.004 (stat.) ± 0.003 (syst.) ps Comparison of confidence level profiled likelihood ratio contours for (b) the "conservative", (c) the "intermediate" and (d) the "high-yield" HL-LHC extrapolation with ×15, ×60 and ×75 the Run 1 statistics for the (10 GeV, 10 GeV), the (6 GeV, 10 GeV) and the (6 GeV, 6 GeV) dimuon trigger scenarios, respectively [15] .
IV. HIGH-LUMINOSITY LHC PROSPECTS
The branching fraction measurement of the very rare decays B The signal statistics estimate for the Run 2 scenario applies scaling factors for the integrated luminosity, the cross-section increase due to the higher center-ofmass energy of 13 TeV and the muon pair selection with topological triggers with (p T (µ 1,2 ) > 6 GeV) or (p T (µ 1 ) > 6 GeV, p T (µ 2 ) > 4 GeV) thresholds resulting in 7 times the number of signal events in Run 1. The contours of the 2-dimensional Neyman construction (Fig. 8 (a) ) include the external systematic uncertainties on the b-quark fragmentation fractions f s /f d and B(B ± → J/ψK ± ) which were kept the same as in the Run 1 analysis as well as internal ones like the fit shapes and efficiencies which were scaled according to the increase in statistics. For the HL-LHC case three potential trigger scenarios are considered: two muons with p T > 10 GeV ("conservative"), one muon with p T > 10 GeV and another with p s signal statistics increase of ×18, ×60 and ×100 w.r.t. the yield obtained in 2012 data for the "conservative", "intermediate" and "high-yield" scenarios, respectively. The sensitivity to φ s as well as to ∆Γ s is improved considerably by the detector upgrades, especially the proper time resolution σ t (Fig. 9) . In the calculation of the expected uncertainties on φ s and ∆Γ s the number of B ∆Γ s . The 68% CL contours for the three scenarios ( Fig. 10) include the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Both analyses will profit considerably from the increased statistics expected from the 3 000 fb −1 of HL-LHC data as well as detector improvements providing better mass and proper decay time resolutions. This will allow more stringent tests of the Standard Model.
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